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of American Tourister Corporation.Â .package otto import ( "github.com/robertkrimen/otto/parser" ) var _ error =
(*parser.Statement)(nil) // Statement is an intermediate representation of a single // statement. It is used to represent
either a single expression // (typically, a single identifier) or a sequence of statements. type Statement interface { //

String returns a string representation of the // statement, according to the given format. String(format Format) string //
Pos returns the position of the statement in the source // code. Pos() int // End returns the position of the last character
of the // statement, in the source code. End() int } type invalidValue struct { v Value t tokenType } func (i invalidValue)

String() string { if s, ok := i.v.Type().String(); ok { return s } else { return "`" + i.v.String() + "`" } } type invalidEOF
struct{} func (i invalidEOF) String() string { return "invalid EOF in `" + i.v.String() + "`" } // range defines the expected

boundaries in the source code for a // statement. type range struct { statement Statement end int } var _ error =
(*parser.Statement)(nil) // parser creates and returns a new Statement from a source // string, which is a sequence of

encoded syntax trees. func parser(str string) Statement { return parser.parse(str) } func parse(src []byte) Statement {
return parser.parse(src) } func parseExpr(src []byte, ident *parser.Identifier) Statement { return

&parser.LiteralValueExpr{ LiteralValue: literalValue{src, ident
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